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I am writting on Susan Powell, I know her through
, I have been around Susan Powell
alot more than Josh Powell. First and only contact with Josh Powell was at the 2008
. Christmas
party. We sat at the same table with them. Me and Josh and a another worker from
had odd
coversation. First about computers and technology, and then we had a conversation about a Crime scene
television show. We all ended up debating about where the best place would be to hide a body, His side was in a
old abandoned vertical Mine shaft and had great detail as to why. Basically it would be to unstable to retrieve a
body from it.
with Susan at this point for around 4 years. I knew of the fact that Susan
and Josh did not have all that great of a relationship, Susan had been trying to plan a dinner with
for several months at that point so
could try to help them in there marriage. After that night I
avoided dinner plans with them as a couple because I felt very uncommfortable around Josh Im not all that fond
of debating and he likes to debate everything. Later on I would see Susan when
go over there to
get her hair done but most of my communtication with Susan was done on Facebook. Almost all of our talks
involved her relationship with Josh. In my eyes I felt Susan was stuck but I never thought it was that bad. One of
last conversations was on facebook concerning Josh and Her. This was Mid November 2009 She stated " he's
been basically ruling me with fear, intimidation, control and always manages to convince me in the moment to
the point that i second guess EVERYTHING that i thought i knew about myself/beliefs/traditions etc. it's like i'm
finally realizing i'm being brainwashed and just starting to pull the little cords off (you know, like frankensteinhow funny that i'm comparing myself to a scary huge green guy)." I did not know what to think of what she said
to me. I just wanted her to stay strong.

If you need anything else from me just let me know.
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